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Study of Reconfiguration for the Distribution System
With Distributed Generators
Yuan-Kang Wu, Member, IEEE, Ching-Yin Lee, Le-Chang Liu, and Shao-Hong Tsai

Abstract—This paper proposes a reconfiguration methodology
based on an Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) that aims at achieving
the minimum power loss and increment load balance factor of radial distribution networks with distributed generators. A 33-bus
distribution system and a Tai-Power 11.4-kV distribution system
were selected for optimizing the configuration and to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed methodology for solving the optimal switching operation of distribution systems. The simulation
results have shown that lower system loss and better load balancing
will be attained at a distribution system with distributed generation
(DG) compared to a system without DG. Furthermore, the simulation results also satisfy and suitability reference merits of the proposal method.
Index Terms—Ant colony algorithm, ant system, distributed generation, distribution system, feeder reconfiguration.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OST of electrical distribution systems operate in radial
configuration; two types of switches are used in distribution systems: sectionalizing-switches that remain normally
closed, and tie-switches that remain normally open. There are
several operational schemes in electrical distribution systems;
one of them is “distribution feeder reconfiguration”, which can
bring nearly minimization of real loss, improvement in voltage
profile, and relieving of overloads in the network. Moreover, distributed generation (DG) is playing an important role in electrical systems. The accepted connection of high number of DG
units to electrical power systems may cause some problems in
power system operation and planning. The conventional power
distribution systems have radial networks with unidirectional
power flows. With the advent of DGs, however, power distribution systems would have locally looped networks with bidirectional power flows. The problems of power system operations
and planning schemes will be arising due to the increase of distribution generation units to the distribution power systems.
Many recent researches on network reconfiguration have
focused on the minimum losses configuration problem. Various
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methods have been proposed to solve for the minimum loss
configuration in acceptable time, and each method has different
advantages and disadvantages. For example, the distribution
system reconfiguration for loss reduction was first proposed
by Merlin et al. [1]. They employed a blend of optimization
techniques and heuristics to determine the minimal loss operation configuration. Since then, many techniques have been
proposed: Baran and Wu’s method [2] on feeder reconfigurations for loss reduction was based on branch exchange. This
approach starts with a feasible configuration of the network;
then one of the switches is closed and others are opened based
on heuristics and approximate formulas for change in losses.
Nahman et al. [3] presented another heuristic approach; but
this search technique also does not necessarily guarantee global
optimization.
A genetic algorithm (GA) is more likely to obtain the global
optimal solution than heuristic search methods and takes less
time than the exhaustive search [4]–[7]. The GA has the main
advantage of using representation of objects (strings) instead of
manipulating the objects themselves, but its main problem is the
coding of the objects into strings. B. Venkatesh et al. [8] proposed a new optimal reconfiguration method for radial distribution systems. The proposed method is based upon a maximum
loadability index and uses fuzzy modeling methods to model
two objectives of loadability margin maximization and obtain
the best voltage profile. In [9], [10], simulated annealing (SA) is
particularly well suited for solving combinatorial optimization
problems. The SA has the ability of escaping local minima by
incorporating a probability function in accepted or rejected new
solutions. In [11], the artificial intelligent Petri nets were applied
to find the optimal switching operation for service restoration
and feeder loading balance for distribution systems. After the
fault location has been identified and isolated for a system fault
contingency, the Petri nets model with inference mechanism is
derived and applied to solve the optimal load transfer among
distribution feeders. In [12], the variable scaling hybrid differential evolution (VSHDE) for solving network reconfiguration
of distribution systems is a combination of genetic algorithm
and a power flow method based on the heuristic algorithm for
determining the minimum loss configuration of radial distribution networks.
Many optimization problems in powers systems are combinatorial optimization ones. They are difficult to solve by traditional
linear or nonlinear programming methods. Therefore, the Ant
Colony Search (ACS) algorithm has been utilized in this paper
to try to find a near-optimum solution. The characteristics of the
ACS algorithm include positive feedback, distributed computation, and a constructive greedy heuristics. Positive feedback
makes sure of a rapid search for a global solution; distributed
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computation avoids premature convergence, and constructive
greedy heuristics help find acceptable solution as soon as possible. These properties are counterbalanced by the fact that, for
some applications, the ACS can outperform other heuristics.
The main advantage of this paper is to propose a novel feeder
reconfiguration technology based on the ACS algorithm with
DG. In general, the ACS algorithm is a useful evolutionary algorithm with strong global search ability. Its positive feedback
would account for rapid discovery of good solutions in comparison to GA algorithm. Therefore, the proposed method in this
paper can provide another useful algorithm for the feeder reconfiguration work.
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switch, or simply a line section. The constraint of load balancing
is the same as (1).
In the TPC distribution network, the object of algorithm is
to make distribution network reach the load balancing after the
reconfiguration and to satisfy the load level of transformer and
feeder line. It may be computed as follows:
(3)
(4)

(5)

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Feeder reconfiguration is a very important function of automated distribution systems to reduce distribution feeder losses,
load balancing and improve system security. Loads can be transferred from feeder to feeder by changing the open and close
states of the feeder switches. In this paper, network reconfiguration for loss minimization can be formulated as follows:
(1)
where
and
are, respectively, the real and reactive line
is the number of branch, and
powers flowing out of bus ,
is the resistance and voltage magnitude at bus , respectively,
subject to the following.
(a) Voltage constraint: voltage magnitude of each branch
(feeders, laterals, switches) must lie within their permissible ranges to maintain power quality.
(b) Current constraint: current magnitude of each branch
must lie within their permission ranges.
(c) Power source limit constraint: total loads of a certain partial network can not exceed the capacity limit of the corresponding power source.
(d) Isolation constraint: all of nodes are energized.
(e) Radial network constraint: distribution networks should
be composed of radial structure operation.
In our research, a 33-bus test system and a practical distribution network of Taiwan Power Company (TPC) have been
utilized as our test systems. The 33-bus test system has been
widely used as a typical circuit on the feeder reconfiguration research work, and the proposed TPC network is a common representative distribution circuit in Taiwan, which is also suitable as
our demonstration network. The details for these system topologies and parameters will be represented in Section V and the
Tables XI and XII, respectively.
For load balancing, we use a load balancing index in the
33-bus test system for the whole system as the sum of these
measures
(2)
where

is the complex power at the sending end of branch ;
is used as a measure of how much the branch is loaded.
The branch can be a transformer, a tie line with a sectionalizing

(6)
where

is the main transformer load balancing index;
is the feeder line load balancing index;
is the
is the
feeder line number through main transformer ;
is the total main transformer
total current of feeder line ;
is the total feeder line number; the entire optimizanumber;
tion model of load balancing is the combination of (3) and (4),
which is denoted as follows:
(7)
where
and
is the load balancing weight of main transformer and feeder line, respectively. The objective function can
take different importance of overload balancing weights into account, and the constraint of (7) is the same as (1).
III. ANT COLONY SEARCH
The ACS is based on the behavior of the ants while searching
for food. Each ant leaves a pheromone trail on the path from
nest to food. The pheromone evaporates with time, so that
the other ants can reach the food by following the “shortest”
paths marked with strong pheromone quantities [13]–[16].
Some ACS applications recently proposed in the distribution
system area concern feeder restoration and optimum switch
adjustments for distribution system planning. In Fig. 1(a), ants
are moving in a straight line that connects a food source and
their home colony. Once an obstacle appears in the straight
line as shown in Fig. 1(b), the environment will change and
the ants that are just in the front cannot continue following the
pheromone trail. Therefore those ants will choose the paths
randomly, which means that the ants will choose the path to
point C or D with the same probability. Later on, those ants that
choose the shorter path around the obstacle will move faster
than the ants that choose the longer path. The pheromones on
the shorter path will be reconstructed more rapidly and this will
cause more ants to choose the shorter path. After all, all ants
will choose the same path due to the positive feedback. The
full procedures of the ACS algorithm can be summarized as
follows.
Step 1) Each ant is placed on a starting state. Then ant will
build a full path, from the beginning to the end state,
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Fig. 1. Behavior of ants.

Fig. 3. 33-bus distribution system.

TABLE I
INSTALLATION NODE AND CAPACITY OF DG

Fig. 2. Computation procedure of the proposed ACS method.

through the repetitive application of state transition
rule as follows:

large amount of pheromone. The parameter determines the relative importance of exploitation versus
exploration. Every time an ant in city has to choose
a city to move to, which samples a random number
. If
, then the best edge [according
to (9)] is chosen (exploitation).
Step 2) While constructing its tour, an ant also modifies the
amount of pheromone on the visited path by applying the local updating rule

if
(8)
(10)

otherwise
if
(9)
otherwise
where is the pheromone which deposited on the
edge between node and ; is the inverse of the
is the set of nodes that remain
edge distance;
to be visited by ant positioned on node ; and
are parameters that control the relative importance of trail versus visibility; is a random number
is a parameter
uniformly distributed in [0 1];
, and
is a random variable selected according to the probability distribution given
in (8). The state transition rule resulting from (9)
and (8) is called pseudorandom-proportional rule.
The state transition rule (9) favors transitions towards nodes connected by short edges and with a

where is a heuristically defined parameter. The
local updating rule is intended to shuffle the search
process. Therefore, the desirability of paths can be
dynamically changed. The nodes visited earlier by a
certain ant can be also explored later by other ants.
The search space can be therefore extended. Furthermore, ants will make a better use of pheromone
information. Without local updating rules, all ants
would search in a narrow neighborhood of the best
previous tour.
Step 3) Once all ants have terminated their tour, the amount
of pheromone on the edge is modified again through
the global updating rule. In other words, the
pheromone updating rules, shown as follows in
(11) and (12), are designed so that they tend to give
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TABLE II
33-BUS SYSTEM WITHOUT DG

TABLE III
33-BUS SYSTEM WITH DG

TABLE IV
LOAD BALANCING INDEX WITHOUT DG

Fig. 4. Typical Taiwan Power Company distribution system topology.
TABLE V
LOAD BALANCING INDEX WITH DG

TABLE VI
INSTALLATION NODE AND CAPACITY OF DG

more pheromone to paths that should be visited by
ants:
(11)
if
otherwise

is global best path

(12)

where
is the pheromone decay parameter and
is the distance of the globally best tour from
the beginning of the trial. This rule is intended
to make the search more directed; therefore, the
capability of finding the optimal solution can be
enhanced through this rule in the problem solving
process.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The solution process begins by closing all the switches in the
distribution system, sectionalizing as well as tie, and therefore
the system is divided into a number of loops. The network reconfiguration problem is identical to the problem of selecting
an appropriate tie switch for each loop to make the loop radial.
The total number of tie switches is kept constant, regardless of
any change in the systems topology or the tie switch positions.
Different switches from a loop are selected for cutting the loop
circuit; after each loop is made radial, a configuration is pro-

posed. The flowchart of the proposed ACS method applied to
the feeder reconfiguration work is shown in Fig. 2.
V. TEST CASE
Example 1: The first example is a 33-bus distribution system,
as shown in Fig. 3. Table I shows the DG installation nodes with
associated capacity for the 33-bus test system. The system consists of one source transformer, 32 bus-bars, and 5 tie switches.
The total active and reactive power for the whole system loads
are 5048.26 kW and 2547.32 kVAR, respectively. In Fig. 3, The
number in circle and number with ‘s’ indicate the node and the
line switch, respectively. In addition, the dashed line s33, s34,
s35, s36, and s37 signify the original normal open tie switches.
For comparison with [4], four cases are considered in our study;
i.e., the initial network without DG/with DG and the optimum
network without DG/with DG. The proposed method has been
implemented by using MATLAB programs and run on a Pentium IV-3.4 GHz personal computer.
Tables II and III show the comparison with [4]. The Ant
Search (AS) and ACS algorithms were utilized respectively to
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TABLE VII
LOSS MINIMIZATION WITHOUT DG

TABLE X
TPC SYSTEM WITH DG

TABLE VIII
LOSS MINIMIZATION WITH DG

TABLE XI
SYSTEM DATA AND PARAMETERS FOR A
33-BUS DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

TABLE IX
TPC SYSTEM WITHOUT DG

compare the performance with the GA algorithm. In comparison with the AS algorithm, the ACS algorithm modifies its state
transition and global updating rules. In addition, the local updating rule is applied into the ACS algorithm. The details about
the difference between the AS and ACS can be referred to [13]
and [14].
From the result of our case study, it can be seen from the
33-bus test system that DG has the effects of loss reduction
improvement over feeders in this particular case, and the topological structures of optimum network without DG are different
from those with DG. Based on the 33-bus system with DG, the
proposed ACS method in this paper has lower loss reduction
than the method proposed in [4].

Table IV and Table V show the results of load balancing index
with and without DG, respectively, using (2) in the 33-bus test
system. From the results of our case study, it can be seen from
the 33-bus test system that DG has the effects of improving load
balancing index over feeders in this particular case, and the topological structures of optimum network without DG are different
from those with DG.
Example 2: The second example is a practical distribution
network of Taiwan Power Company (TPC). Its conductors
mainly consist of both overhead lines ACSR 477 KCM and
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TABLE XII
SYSTEM DATA AND PARAMETERS FOR A
TYPICAL TPC DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

TABLE XII (Continued)
SYSTEM DATA AND PARAMETERS FOR A
TYPICAL TPC DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

underground lines with copper conductors 500 KCM. The
three-phase 11.4-kV system is shown in Fig. 4, which consists
of two transformers, 11 feeders, 83 normally closed sectionalizing switches, and 13 normally open tie switches. In our
analysis, three-phase balancing and constant load are assumed.
Table VI shows the DG installation nodes with associated
capacity for this TPC distribution system. Some of these distributed generators were located on the feeder ends in order to
compensate the voltage drop.
In example 2, the results for loss minimization without and
with DG are shown in Table VII and Table VIII, respectively.
From the results based on the TPC system simulation, it can
be seen that the DG has the effects of improving loss reduction
over feeders, and the topological structures of optimum network
without DG are different from those with DG.
In order to compare the ACS and GA techniques in a different case, the authors have applied the GA algorithm to search
the loss-minimization network for the TPC 11.4-kV distribution system. The simulation results by using the GA algorithm
have been also concluded in Table VII and Table VIII. Based
on our simulation results, the difference on the loss reduction
between the GA and ACS methods is very small. It is reasonable because the feeder reconfiguration is not an infinite optimal
search problem. Therefore, the GA and ACS methods could obtain a nearly optimal solution as long as the iteration number is
large enough. However, based on our research experience, the

ACS method would be more suitable to the feeder reconfiguration work because it can avoid a number of incorrect feeder
configuration candidates caused by the GA’s random crossover
and mutation operations, which would improve the performance
on calculation speed.
Based on the TPC system without and with DG, The load balancing index using five different types of weights are calculated
and shown in Table IX and Table X, respectively. Comparing
with Table IX and Table X, through five different weights, the
TPC system with and without DG can decrease the current of
main transformer and avoid the overload and load difference
among the feeders.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the ACS algorithm has been proposed to reduce
distribution system losses. The effectiveness of ACS has been
demonstrated by a 33-bus test system and a TPC distribution
system respectively. The merits of the ACS are parallel search
and optimization capabilities, and this method was inspired by
observation of the behaviors of ant colonies. The ACS applies
the state transition rule repetitively to favor transitions toward
nodes connected by shorter edges. Then it applies the local updating rule to shuffle the search process to extend the search
space. Finally, it applies the global updating rule to make the
search more directed and to enhance the capability of finding
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TABLE XII (Continued)
SYSTEM DATA AND PARAMETERS FOR A
TYPICAL TPC DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

the optimal solution in the problem solving process. The three
rules make the ACS become an extremely powerful method for
optimization problems. From the results of this paper, it can be
seen that DG has the improvement effects on loss reduction and
can increase the system balancing index. The computational results of the 33-bus system show that the ACS method is better
than the GA one. It can be observed that a 44.626% of average
loss reduction can be achieved by the ACS comparing with a
43.803% by the GA when distributed generators are installed
in the system; the results are shown in Table III. For a large
scale system like a TPC distribution system, through five different weights, it can decrease the current of main transformer
and avoid the overload and load difference among the feeders
no matter whether the system is with or without DG; the results
have been shown in Table IX and Table X. The case study in
this paper shows that the ACS method is suitable in distribution
network reconfiguration.
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